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Sustainability principle for the ethics of healthcare resource allocation
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ABSTRACT
We propose a principle of sustainability to complement established principles used for justifying healthcare resource allocation. We argue that the application of established principles of equal treatment, need, prognosis and cost-effectiveness gives rise to what we call negative dynamics: a gradual depletion of the value possible to generate through healthcare. These principles should therefore be complemented by a sustainability principle, making the prospect of negative dynamics a further factor to consider, and possibly outweigh considerations highlighted by the other principles. We demonstrate how this principle may take different forms, and show that a commitment to sustainability is supported by considerations internal to the ethical principles already guiding healthcare resource allocation. We also consider two objections. The first of these, we argue, is either based on implausible assumptions or begs the question, whereas the second can be adequately accommodated by the principle we propose.

INTRODUCTION
We propose a principle of sustainability to complement established normative principles used for justifying resource allocation in healthcare. We use three distinct cases to illustrate the need for such a complementary principle, one regarding the cost dynamics of drug procurement, one regarding the environmental dimension of antibiotic resistance and one regarding drug shortages. We start by mapping a general structure for how the normative justification of resource allocation decisions is commonly institutionalised, and use this model to formulate a general argument for sustainability as a core concern in the justification of healthcare resource allocation. The three cases are brought in to illustrate how such a principle is essential to counteract what we term negative dynamics that would undermine values backing up the other normative considerations used to justify healthcare resource allocation. We end by considering some basic ethical perspectives that may be used to question the addition of a sustainability principle, arguing that these are either unable to support the other normative considerations used for healthcare resource allocation, or, if adjusted to accommodate these considerations, compatible with a sustainability principle.

JUSTIFICATION OF RESOURCE ALLOCATION DECISIONS IN HEALTHCARE
All healthcare systems need to allocate scarce resources, and the justification of such allocation needs to be based on normative principles. Drawing on general moral and political philosophy, ethicists have debated what such normative principles may be justified and how. Nevertheless, in practice, the operational norms that guide actual decision-making in this area tend to be similar across health systems, and usually include the following principles:

- Need: greater need of care justifies allocating more resources to help the patient group in question (and vice versa).
- Prognosis: greater expected health effect of an intervention justifies allocating more resources to this intervention (and vice versa).
- Equal treatment: equal claims based on need and prognosis justify equal priority for resource allocation (including the balancing of benefits against costs).
- Cost-effectiveness: meeting a prioritised need with a prioritised intervention should not spend more resources than necessary.

There are well-known disagreements on and differences between countries and regions regarding how these principles are operationalised, and how they should be balanced or traded off in cases of conflict. For instance, while the Swedish regulation on healthcare priority setting is written to exclude instrumental effects on other aspects than the individual patient’s health or collective evaluation of the need and prognosis aspects, the UK system for priority setting and health economic evaluation allows wider room for collectivist or economic arguments for recommended resource allocation, for example, that a condition is widespread. In addition, although these principles express a widely recognised ideal, it is also well known that the realpolitik of healthcare resource allocation often results in having certain groups of patients win the attention of decision-makers on other grounds than
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those specified in terms of need and prognosis, a recent example being the UK cancer fund.34

In moral philosophy and ethics, debates are ongoing on how this set of principles may be justified, what more exact variants appear as more viable in that light and what practical conclusions may in fact be deduced from such theoretical explorations.35 36 At this level, there are, of course, long-standing disagreements between utilitarian-oriented consequentialists, egalitarians, desert theorists, Kantians, and so on. In this paper we will, however, for the most part keep these debates in the background. We will, however, return to them in the fifth section, when exploring the prospect of justifying our suggestion of adding a sustainability principle to the set of operational principles.

The justification of healthcare resource allocation decisions thus makes use of (some variant of) the set of operational principles above. However, this set is also used in a particular way, determined by the way that new resources in practice become available within a health system. Typically, this follows some variant of a fiscal year pattern, where resource allocation decisions are made relative to a certain, time-variant of a fiscal year pattern, where resource allocation decisions are made relative to a certain, time-variant of a fiscal year pattern—thus makes use of (some variant of) the set of operational principles.

The justification of healthcare resource allocation decisions is complicated by a phenomenon where the amount of money, time, infrastructure or something else in the background assumptions about the allocation of responsibility between health systems, professionals within them and patients when healthcare interventions are discharged and effects evaluated (eg, in terms of adherence to prescribed treatment plans and how to respond to that). While this phenomenon is surely worth more philosophical and ethical analysis,37 38 we here exclude it from the list of operational principle. We will, however, discuss considerations of this type in the fifth section, when exploring the philosophical justification of our proposed sustainability principle.

A major theme in the healthcare ethical discussion regards the role of desert and ‘individual responsibility’ for health when prioritising healthcare needs.33 Such considerations are typically absent in the operational systems that have been formulated in different countries, but there may, of course, be different background assumptions about the allocation of responsibility between health systems, professionals within them and patients when healthcare interventions are discharged and effects evaluated (eg, in terms of adherence to prescribed treatment plans and how to respond to that). While this phenomenon is surely worth more philosophical and ethical analysis,37 38 we here exclude it from the list of operational principle. We will, however, discuss considerations of this type in the fifth section, when exploring the philosophical justification of our proposed sustainability principle.
future, and these needs can be better met than if they had been forced to ‘compete’ with the healthcare needs avoided due to the programme. Another example is when the overall effects of healthcare boost the future income of the healthcare system, so that more resources become available in the future than what would otherwise have been the case, for example, by enabling people who would otherwise have been on sick leave to return to work and pay income tax. It is common to appeal to such dynamics to help justify allocation of resources by pointing to costs of an intervention being offset by future cost reductions or income increases for healthcare onward.

Both of these are examples of positive dynamics of a resource allocation: more resources per health need become available for future allocations. There are also other examples than these two, but the defining characteristic here is that a resource allocation according to the operational principles positively affects the available outcome value possible to generate through a future resource allocation that uses these principles. Negative dynamics, in contrast, occur when the opposite ensues between two temporally separated resource allocation rounds. That is, a justified (according to the operational principles) resource allocation has the effect that less value can be generated through a future justified resource allocation. The structure of both the positive and the negative dynamics is illustrated in figure 2, where the size of the ‘pie’ sliced by an allocation represents the value possible to generate through this allocation.

Whereas positive dynamics are already taken into account in present applications of the operational principles, as indicated above, negative dynamics are not. We provide three examples that illustrate this omission. The first concerns a presently widely discussed development in the expected health effect of new drugs related to cost per health effect unit of these drugs (however that is measured; eg, quality-adjusted life-year). An increasing number of new drugs targeting very serious conditions have very modest or very uncertain clinical effects (sometimes only effects on biomedical markers of uncertain clinical relevance) but are nevertheless listed at high, sometimes very high, prices. Many healthcare systems use the operational principles to prioritise these drugs due to the severity of the condition, and allocate resources for buying them in spite of the weak prognosis. As a result, when these resources are spent, much less healthcare need is met than if the resources had been allocated to drugs with better or more certain effects. This ‘negative balance’ of unmet healthcare need that could have been met with another resource allocation is transferred into the next round, and generates a larger total of unmet healthcare needs for which to allocate resources. If the amount of resources available remains the same, this means that the ‘pie’ of value possible to generate through this allocation shrinks: there are less resources available per unit of healthcare need. In the next round, this effect will accumulate, resulting in an even smaller pie of value to generate in the following round—and so on. Of course, this negative dynamic may be initially neutralised by increasing the amount of available resources at each temporal stage. However, these resources have to be taken from somewhere else, and if the dynamic continues, this response will become impossible (to justify) at some point. Negative dynamics thereby continuously undermine the economic basis of the healthcare system, as more and more resources are allocated to generate less and less satisfaction of healthcare need. At some point, the economic
basis of the healthcare system will collapse, and hardly generate any value, in spite of costing enormous amounts of money. The basic problem here is a lack of economic sustainability of the justified resource allocations resulting from application of the operational principles.

Another example of negative dynamics comes from the fact that the production of antibiotics (which are essential for all modern healthcare systems) has been found to emit vast amounts of resistance-driving residue. This pollution is contributing to the massive global health challenge of antibiotic resistance, the backbone of which can be described in terms of a drastic reduction of healthcare needs that can be met by the system. Growing antibiotic resistance thereby systematically reduces the size of the ‘pie’ of value available for allocation in the future, and this process is fuelled by the way in which antibiotics are produced. Producers have no reason to change these production practices, however, as procurement of the drugs they produce (based on the operational principles for healthcare resource allocation) is made independently of any environmental externality. As healthcare systems find reason to prioritise clinically equivalent drugs that cost less, a producer will generate a better yield through offering a lower price for an equivalent (antibiotics) product by cheaper production practices that allow pollution. Thus, in this situation, the operational principles will favour a cheaper equivalent drug regardless of their gradual contribution to the antibiotic resistance problem, as this will generate more healthcare need fulfillment per available resource unit in this round. Likewise, they will disfavour any producer that improves the environmental aspects of production and compensates for the cost with a higher price. For each round of justified resource allocation on this premise, resources will be channelled into the hands of producers that contribute to the antibiotic resistance problem, and the future accumulated effect is that this problem increases, thus gradually undermining the effectiveness of healthcare, and shrinking the potential for meeting future healthcare needs. The basic problem here is a lack of environmental (health) sustainability of the justified resource allocations resulting from application of the operational principles.

A recent contribution describes how high-income healthcare systems could act to respond to antibiotics pollution by taking environmental considerations into account in the resource allocation linked to antibiotics procurement. Such a move brings some ethical challenges, and some delicate questions of the exact design of the relevant incentive structures, but a strong case in favour of this kind of solution can be mounted and actions of this sort have recently been jointly advocated by leading global organisations in the area. However, the operational principles in existing healthcare resource allocation systems do not support such considerations, as the immediate effect in the present round (eg, a fiscal year) would be that less healthcare need can be met. The upside of taking environmental production externalities into account, in terms of preventing impaired ability to meet healthcare need due to increased antibiotic resistance, would materialise in the future, not in the present round of resource allocation. The situation thus resembles the shrinking economic room for meeting healthcare needs in the first example: the relevant effect resides in the future, and is not a health effect in the present round of allocation.

A third example of negative dynamics is related to drug shortages, which is a persistent problem in both developed and developing societies and the object of growing attention from governments, scholars and non-governmental organisations. A shortage means that a drug becomes unavailable, implying that patients may have to resort to a less effective, more risky and/or more expensive treatment, or see their treatment need go unfulfilled. Antibiotics are particularly affected due to fragmented supply chains and low profit margins, and shortages in this area are especially disconcerting since they compound the antibiotic resistance problem. Though the causes of shortages are complex, at bottom there is a lack of incentive for drug manufacturers to ensure supply reliability. Since the market does not reward supply reliability above the minimum level demanded by regulators and procurers, companies do not invest more than needed in this light. By systematically procuring and subsiding the cheapest among interchangeable drugs without strict expectations related to supply reliability, societies effectively reward manufacturers who keep prices down by minimising spending to that effect. Here, the application of the operational principles maximises the fulfilment of health needs per unit of resources spent in the short term. But at the same time, this creates a systematically increasing risk of future shortages resulting in unmet health needs over time, which reduce the size of the ‘pie’ of available value in terms of met health needs in the long term. Since these costs arise in the future, they are not accounted for in the allocation round where the principles are applied. Hence, a similar kind of negative dynamic as in the other examples results.

Sustainability is about the ability of a system or an operational pattern to continue to function over time without loss of value. An added principle of sustainability would therefore support taking into consideration the negative dynamics in each of the cases, and allow support of resource allocations that would avoid or mitigate such destructive structural effects. In the next section, we state such a principle, discuss different ways of specifying it and strengthen the case for its inclusion among the operational principles for healthcare resource allocation. In the subsequent section, we will then consider objections against including the principle.

A SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLE STATED AND DEFENDED

As a starting point, we will formulate a generic principle of sustainability, which may be made more precise and specific in various respects:

- Sustainability: if a resource allocation pattern at time t1 produces negative dynamic effects at time t2, this to some extent counts against this pattern at t1, and in favour of resource allocation patterns at t1 with no or weaker negative dynamic effects at t2.

This idea may be varied in a number of ways to be discussed below, for example, regarding strength of the reason against a resource allocation pattern producing negative dynamics, and how that reason can be related to the other operational

principles. But before that, it should be noted that any such more normatively precise variant may also be discharged in different specific forms in a resource allocation system.

1. Side constraint: the principle functions like the equal treatment or cost-effectiveness principles, implying limitations to what actions could be justified by the other principles. Just as these two principles rule out allocations leading to unequal consideration of similar need and prognosis claims, or wasteful spending of resources to meet prioritised healthcare needs, the principle of sustainability rules out (excessively) unsustainable allocations.

2. Gradual weight: the principle functions as another relevant variable, besides the ones implied by the need and prognosis principles. These are all capable of producing reasons that could be balanced against the reasons produced by the other two principles to effect an all things considered judgement on what allocation should be favoured (within the limits set by the equal treatment and cost-effectiveness principles).

In both of these specifications, the principle of sustainability is fully integrated among the operational principles. But the specific discharge of the principle may also take other forms, for instance:

3. Rational savings: rather than producing a reason for what patient groups and healthcare interventions to prioritise in the allocation round at hand, the principle here supports the administrative manoeuvre to withdraw some of the resources from this allocation round, and save them for future use to compensate for the loss of value due to negative dynamics. The principle here operates on a metalevel that relates different allocation rounds to each other and produces reasons for saving resources for the future, as well as for determining how much to save.

4. Insurance: again, this variant of the principle does not produce reasons for or against particular allocations, but rather operates across allocation rounds. In this case, the principle produces reasons for linking the resource allocation system to an insurance scheme that pays out future compensation for negative dynamics, and for paying and designing the premium.

We will in the following initially keep it undecided exactly what variant of these forms fits best to different specific kinds of allocation decisions and sustainability problems. Likewise, we will initially hold open all further normative details about the weight of the reason for sustainability, and initially assume only that there is some such reason.

The most obvious argument for the inclusion of a sustainability principle is that it would counteract the negative dynamics described in the previous section, avoiding or mitigating the considerable long-term costs that these generate. Such a principle would, for instance, make room for avoiding or reforming patterns of procurement, subsidy and prioritisation that are justified when assessed by the operational principles applied to each specific allocation round, but that pose a long-term economic threat to the efficiency of a healthcare system or systematically favour polluting or fragile pharmaceutical supply chains over cleaner or more secure ones.

The support for sustainability in healthcare resource allocation is furthermore grounded in normative ideals internal to the operational principles that already guide such allocation. Thus, insofar as healthcare systems attach weight to the sustainability principle. This is perhaps most clearly seen in the case of equal treatment. This principle demands, positively, that patients who are equally situated with respect to relevant considerations (eg, need, prognosis) receive equal shares of resources and, negatively, that nobody is denied an equal share based on any other—arbitrary—consideration. The negative dynamics described in the previous section undermine the application of this normative ideal. This is because they generate a gradual depletion of resources available for meeting health needs and/or a gradual increase of needs to be met over time. At some point, a situation will arise where patients who at time 1 would have received some resource based on their need, prognosis, and so on, will be denied this resource at t2, since the resources available must be devoted to more serious or urgent needs. Patients at t1 and t2 will then have been treated unequally, despite being equal with respect to all relevant considerations. The only difference between them is that they happen to be affected by decisions taken at different times, but, by itself, this temporal distance is morally arbitrary.

A similar point applies to need. This principle is typically interpreted as expressing a prioritarian normative ideal: the worse off a person is, the stronger her claim on some resource that could benefit her, other things being equal.20 The negative dynamics we have described threaten the application of this principle (thus interpreted) too. When some resource is gradually depleted or the needs for that resource gradually increase, a situation will eventually arise where patients at t2 will be denied some resource available to patients at t1, even though the needs of the patients at t2 are somewhat greater than those of the patients at t1. Better off patients (ie, patients with lesser need) will then have taken precedence over worse off patients (ie, patients with greater need), in opposition to the prioritarian spirit of the need principle.

The normative ideal underlying the cost-effectiveness principle might not be vulnerable to negative dynamics in the same way. After all, cost-effectiveness primarily rests on a commitment to avoid waste: it is exclusively concerned with maximising the output generated by the use of some resource, however large or small that resource may be. The mere fact that the resource shrinks, or that claims on it grow, does not make allocations of that resource less cost-effective. However, the importance of not wasting resources is purely instrumental and relative to some idea of what resources should be used for. Societies care about cost-effectiveness not for the sake of cost-effectiveness, but because they are committed to some other value—here, the fulfilment of health needs—that can be realised in greater measure by much more rather than less cost-effective allocations. If this concern is applied across time, it clearly seems threatened by negative dynamics, because these diminish the amount of the relevant value that can be realised.

Thus, the application of standard operational principles over time is prone to generate outcomes that undermine the normative ideals on which these very principles are based, and the sustainability principle seeks to counteract this effect. On a more abstract level, many ethical theories underlying these ideals could also support the addition of such a principle, although perhaps in different specific variants. Many such theories are future oriented, and as such they can value the dynamic effects of temporally limited resource allocations. These perspectives include (different brands of) consequentialism, harm-oriented rights theories, social contract theories of justice, and so on. Variation with regard to what variants of the sustainability principle could gain such support may regard, for instance, what determines the gravity of a case of unsustainability, or how much it counts against a resource allocation in view of the other principles. But these theories would still provide support for the general idea of a sustainability principle. That is, they could...
motivate some version of the principle in the same way as they motivate variants of the other operational principles.

Two related variations in this regard warrant mentioning. The first concerns time frame: how far into the future should we look when determining whether a resource allocation decision would be (sufficiently) sustainable? At first glance, answering this question may seem difficult in view of thorny issues discussed in population ethics and intergenerational justice debates concerning the justifiability of discounting the value of future events. The second concerns what kind of future scenarios should be taken into account (within a given time frame). Should all possible changes to the need panorama and resource situation be considered? If not, which to include and which to exclude? A possible worry here is that an overly inclusive approach would make the principle impracticable due to difficulties in predicting future outcomes.

We believe that mundane considerations on an operational level make it possible to sketch a preliminary approach to these issues, despite the theoretical complications. First, note that the sustainability principle only regards negative dynamics arising from a resource allocation decision, that is, parts of the future changed by this decision, not wholly unrelated scenarios. Second, the increasing uncertainty regarding the presence and nature of such negative dynamics the farther we gaze into the future means that, in practice, a systemic mechanism substantiating the reality of the negative dynamic needs to be demonstrated. Such mechanisms are present in all three cases presented earlier. Absent some such mechanism, the worry about negative dynamics becomes merely one of many possible scenarios for the future. This goes to show that, just as with the other operational principles, the impact of the sustainability principle, and what requirements it will issue regarding how to assess an allocation proposal, will be dependent on underlying evidence.

OBJECTIONS TO SUSTAINABILITY IN HEALTHCARE RESOURCE ALLOCATION

The support for an operative sustainability principle assumes a concern for how health needs are met in the future (beyond a particular resource allocation round) that recognises the significance of negative dynamics and the call for avoiding it. But some ethical theories are admittedly either not future oriented at all, or not future oriented in a way that would view these dynamics as morally relevant. One obvious example with clear relevance for resource allocation is desert theories of justice. These theories share the idea that a justified allocation of goods depends entirely on facts about the past, such as the effort people have made or their contribution to society. The future interests that the sustainability principle is meant to care for are not recognised as valid grounds for justifying any distribution of any kind of goods. Another example is libertarian theories, which also espouse principles of justice that are purely historical, though in a different sense. Nozick argued that any distribution is legitimate as long as it has arisen through voluntary exchanges of goods that were justly acquired to begin with. On this view, changes to the amount of goods available for distribution are not relevant to evaluations of justice; a pattern of equal distribution is all that matters, independent of the long-term availability of the goods in question. Thus, the depletion of goods or the proliferation of claims on them is of no concern, as long as the goods that are available are divided equally among those with valid claims.

All of these ‘pure’ theories are known to face serious objections, and are often modified using elements from future-oriented theories in order to accommodate these. For instance, it is common for theorists with egalitarian sympathies to mix a concern for equal distribution with other concerns in order to avoid powerful objections to strict egalitarianism, such as the levelling down objection. Similarly, many supporters of the moral importance of desert would be willing to pay attention also to other considerations in order to avoid counterexamples, such as when a distribution of goods only according to desert would undermine social stability or basic needs, or drain future resources. Thus, whereas certain ‘pure’ theories may in themselves be unable to support the sustainability principle, the considerations that they are often combined with in order to increase plausibility (eg, concern for social stability or priority to the worst off) include the sort of future orientation which may support the importance of sustainable resource allocation.

At a less theoretical level, we may also note that these ‘pure’ theories sit uneasily with not only the sustainability principle, but with the already established operational principles of healthcare resource allocation, and the broader ethos supporting them. For instance, desert is either given a very limited role or is rejected altogether as basis for resource allocation in most publicly funded healthcare systems. Another, very salient example regards libertarian ideals of justice, as these famously object to the very idea of a central public agent legitimately assembling goods from individuals and redistributing these, for instance, by funding a public healthcare system. Since the issue of healthcare resource allocation addressed by the operational principles presupposes such a system, libertarians would likely reject any such allocation in favour of some market-based scheme (where resources are distributed according to principles of supply and demand). Thus, it seems that reigning approaches to resource allocation in publicly funded healthcare systems must, at least partly, be based on other theoretical perspectives than libertarian or desert theory perspectives, perspectives likely to be friendlier to considerations of sustainability. The objections from desert and libertarianism challenge not so much the inclusion of a sustainability principle among the operational principles as the broader ethos supporting them. We can therefore set these objections aside for the purposes of this paper.

A possibly more damaging objection appeals to considerations internal to the established operational principles for healthcare resource allocation. We argued above that such considerations, properly understood, support the addition of a sustainability principle. However, they could also be invoked to challenge this idea. The most forceful objection of this kind is based on equal treatment. Suppose a healthcare system has to prioritise between two equally needy patient groups for whom there exist equally effective treatments. Suppose also that the treatment needed by one of the groups (but not the other) raises sustainability issues; it might, for instance, be an antibiotic the production of which is known to cause significant pollution. If sustainability considerations are included in allocation decisions, it seems that the latter group of patients would take precedence over the former, even though they are equally positioned with respect to need and prognosis. It might be argued that this violates the equal treatment principle, or the normative perspective expressed by it, since the only difference between the groups has nothing to
do with facts about them and so does not constitute a legitimate basis for unequal treatment. Another way to put the challenge is this: including sustainability considerations in order to secure equal treatment across allocation rounds may objectionably sacrifice equal treatment within such a round.

We have three responses. First, note that the objection does not challenge all forms of the sustainability principle listed in the fourth section, but only side constraint and gradual weight. Since these introduce sustainability considerations into specific allocation decisions, they could indeed in certain cases advocate unequal treatment of groups with equally strong claims from the viewpoint of the other operational principles. However, in the forms of rational savings or insurance, sustainability considerations operate independently of such decisions and thus do not compete with standard operational principles in this way. Since these considerations come into play before resources are allocated to patients or interventions, they will not imply unequal allocation in a given allocation round. The objection can thus be sidestepped by having the principle take either of these two forms.

Second, even focusing on side constraint and gradual weight, the unequal treatment involved may not be of a kind that the equal treatment principle, properly understood, rejects. This principle rests on the view that just institutions should not give people unequal prospects based on factors that are, as Rawls (Section 12) puts it, ‘arbitrary from a moral point of view’. While Rawls himself had contingencies in the natural and social lotteries in mind, it remains debated just what factors are properly considered morally arbitrary. On one view, any factor outside a person’s choice or control is arbitrary. However, this cannot be the view assumed by the equal treatment principle for health-care resource allocation, since this principle permits prioritising patients with different needs and/or prognosis differently, even though these factors are typically not within people’s control. A better suggestion (for present purposes) is the idea that whether some factor is arbitrary depends on the justification of the particular institution in question. For instance, merit is plausibly a non-arbitrary basis for unequal rewards on the labour market but an arbitrary one in the legal system because only the former institution is justified by efficiency considerations. Applying this idea to the case at hand, it seems that sustainability considerations may well qualify as non-arbitrary. Healthcare is plausibly understood to properly aim at mitigating social inequalities, or at least meeting a population’s health needs on equal terms. Functioning in accordance with such a justification over time requires counteracting negative dynamics, for reasons already given. If unequal allocation to patient groups or interventions that other operational principles consider equal is a necessary or effective way of achieving this, then this could be seen as an instance of unequal treatment based on relevant, that is, non-arbitrary, grounds.

Third, even if these lines of reasoning fail, and unequal allocation based on sustainability remains suspect, we must not forget that failure to apply a sustainability principle also involves an objectionable form of unequal treatment. Absent such a principle, patients’ prospects will (as argued above) arbitrarily worsen over time due to negative dynamics. Thus, two egalitarian commitments, one present focused and the other future oriented, pull in different directions, and it cannot be assumed that the former should always take precedence. Rather, how to balance them in a given case remains an open question.

These responses reinforce what we have said from the start: adding a sustainability principle necessitates decisions regarding its more exact form and weight for resource allocation decision-making. In some application areas, say drug procurement by hospitals, rational savings or insurance may be easier to accept than designs that compete directly with the other operational principles within the same budget. Such a design would then also make salient the need to formulate how much of a sustainability threat is needed to trigger a budget adjustment. In other areas, however, allowing sustainability to immediately compete with the other operational principles (side constraint or gradual weight) may be less problematic. For instance, when society decides on subsidy for two clinically equivalent drugs, one of which poses an environmental sustainability problem, it would not disturb standard health-care ethical thinking to have a sustainability principle motivating that subsidy should be denied to the environmentally problematic drug while granted for the other one. Again, this still leaves many questions open regarding the exact formulation of the sustainability principle, but the examples illustrate how it may be varied to fit important healthcare resource allocation decisions, and be adjusted to a wide variety of views regarding the other operational principles.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a sustainability problem afflicting widely embraced models of public healthcare resource allocation, and illustrated it with regard to drug procurement costs, industrial antibiotics pollution and fragile supply chains for pharmaceuticals. We have formulated a sustainability principle that we propose should be added to standard operational principles for public healthcare resource allocation, and described different forms it may take and how its normative importance may vary. We have defended this proposal by demonstrating how it could fix the identified sustainability problem, and by appealing to normative assumptions supporting standard operational health-care allocation principles and underlying ethical theories. We have also considered two potential objections, arguing that the first of these rests on highly controversial theoretical assumptions and is irrelevant in the present context because it rejects the basic normative framework underpinning established healthcare resource allocation regimes. However, allowing sustainability to influence healthcare resource allocation does make the ethics of this area more complex, and the second objection considered illustrates that adding a sustainability principle necessitates specifying its role, function and importance in different areas of resource allocation.
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